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SQUARE-FREE AND CUBE-FREE COLORINGS OF
THE ORDINALS

JEAN A. LARSON, RICHARD LAVER AND GEORGE F. MCNULTY

We prove: Theorem 1. The class of all ordinals has a
square-free 3-coloring and a cube-free 2-coloring. Theorem
2 Every kth power-free ^-coloring of a can be extended
to a maximal kth power-free ^-coloring of β, for some
β X a' ω, where k,ne ω.

Every ordinal is conceived as the set of all smaller ordinals; ω
is^the least infinite ordinal. By an interval of ordinals we mean
any set {3: β <^ δ < 7} where β and 7 are ordinals; [β, 7) abbreviates
{δ: β <L δ < 7}. If S and T are intervals then there can be at most
one order isomorphism from S onto T.

Let S be an interval of ordinals and K be a cardinal. A
tc-coloring of S is just a function with domain S and range included
in ΛΓ. Suppose S and T are intervals of ordinals and that / is a
coloring of S while g is a coloring of T. Then the coloring / of S
is similar to the coloring g of T provided S and T are order iso-
morphic and f(a) = g(h(a)) for all a e S where h is the unique order
isomorphism from S onto T; if / and g are clear from the context
we say that S is similar to T. A coloring / of the ordinal a is
square-free if no two adjacent nonempty intervals of a are similar;
it is cube-free if no three consecutive nonempty intervals are all
similar to each other. All these notions extend naturally to the
class of all ordinals.

In Bean, Ehrenfeucht, and McNulty [1] it was shown that a
has a square-free 3-coloring and a cube-free 2-coloring whenever
a < (2K°)+ and the question of extending this result to all ordinals
was left open. This question is resolved here.

THEOREM 1. The class of all ordinals has a square-free Z-color-
ing and a cube-free 2-coloring.

If / is a class of ordinals and aβ is an ordinal for each β el,
then Σβei<Xβ denotes the ordinal sum of the aβ's with respect to
/. (See Sierpinski [2] for details.) Finite ordinal sums are written
like a0 + <xH hαn-i For each βel, let Int(/3) = [μ, μ + aβ)
where μ = Σrejtfr and J=If)β For each βel, Int(/3) is order
isomorphic with aβ. In fact, Σ^e/^^s can be construed as the dis-
joint union of the Int(/9)'s as βel where the intervals are given
the order type of /. This means that if fβ is a /c-coloring of aβ,
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for each βel, then there is a /r-coloring / of Σ/se/^ such that
/ ϊ Int(β) is similar to fβ.

An ordinal a is (additively) indecomposable provided a Φ β + 7
whenever β < a and 7 < a. It is known (cf. Sierpinski [2]) that
every ordinal is the ordinal sum of finitely many indecomposable
ordinals and that the infinite indecomposable ordinals are exactly
the ordinal powers of ω.

LEMMA 0. // a is the class of all ordinals or a is an inde-
composable ordinal with a > ωy then a is the sum of a strictly
increasing sequence of smaller limit ordinals.

Proof. There are three cases. First, suppose a = ωβ where β
is a limit ordinal. So a — ωβ = Σr<£ <*>r. Second, suppose a = ωβ+1.
Then a = ωβ+1 = ωβ-ω = Σ»6 (β>' w) Third, the class of all ordinals
is Σ*e/£, where / is the class of cardinals. In each case the lemma
holds.

Let / be a coloring of the interval S of ordinals and let g be
a coloring of the interval T. S and T are mismatched provided
that U and V fail to be similar whenever U is an infinite sub-
interval of S and V is an infinite subinterval of T. Theorems 1.8
and 1.16 from Bean, Ehrenfeucht, and McNulty [1] are collected in
the next lemma.

LEMMA 1. (a) There is a collection J^* of square-free ^-color-
ings of Q) such that \&r\ = 2K° and C and D are mismatched when-
ever C,De^ with C Φ D.

(b) There is a collection 6^ of cube-free 2-colorings of a) such
that \£/P\ =2**° and C and D are mismatched whenever C,DeSf*
with C Φ D.

Proof of Theorem 1. We will provide a proof that the class of
all ordinals has a square-free 3-coloring. This proof can be easily
modified to establish that the class of all ordinals has a cube-free
2-coloring. The property of having a square-free 3-coloring is he-
reditary in the sense that if a has a square-free 3-coloring and
β < a, then β has a square-free 3-coloring. Below we are concerned
with providing each limit ordinal with a square-free 3-coloring and
we proceed by induction.

Induction hypothesis. If a is an infinite limit ordinal or the
class of all ordinals, and f09 f, are countably many square-free
3-colorings of ω such that ft and fs are mismatched whenever i, j eω
with i Φ j , then there is a 3-coloring g of a such that
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( i ) fir is square-free.
(ii) g and ft are mismatched for each ieω.
(iii) Any two similar infinite intervals of a are separated by

an infinite interval.
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for all infinite limit

ordinals less than a and that f0, fίf f2, are countably many pair-
wise mismatched square-free 3-colorings of α). There are two cases.

Case 1. a = PQ + PiA \-pn where p0, , pn are indecompos-
able and o < neω.

According to Lemma 1 there must be hQf , hn, all square-free
3-colorings of ω, such that h0, hl9 - --, K,fQ, flf ••• are all pairwise
mismatched. By the induction hypothesis there are 3-colorings
do, , dn of pOf , p% respectively such that for each i <; n

( i ) ' dt is square-free.
(i i) ' dif h0, hlf , hn, f0, / r are all pairwise mismatched.
(iii)' Any two similar infinite intervals of pt are separated by

an infinite interval.
For each i <; n and each Ύ epif let

(ht(y) if Tea)
df(y) = ]

otherwise ,

and let ^ be the coloring of α induced by dt, , d*.
Condition (ii) of the induction hypothesis holds by (ii)'. To

check condition (iii) suppose S and T are distinct similar infinite
intervals of a. Since λ€ and eZ, are mismatched whenever i, j ^ n
and since ho,hu —,hn are pairwise mismatched, for each ' i <S w
there is exactly one interval U of a (of order type ώ) such that
/ | ί7 is similar to hit Since Sand Tare distinct but similar neither
can have a subinterval similar to any of h09 hl9 , hn or any of
their final segments. Consequently there are i, j ΞJ n, with finite
initial segments δ of pi+1 and e of pj+1 such that S is a subinterval
of Pi + <5 missing the initial segment of ^ of order-type ω, while
Γ is a subinterval of ^ + ε missing the initial segment of pd of
order-type a). If i Φ j then (iii) follows immediately, so suppose
i = j . There must be cofinite initial segments S' of S and T of T
such that Sf and Γ' are distinct yet similar and both S' and T'
are subintervals of pi missing the initial segment of pt of order
type ω. So S' and T" are colored by dt and by (iii)' they are
separated by an infinite interval and therefore S and T are separat-
ed by an infinite interval as well.

To see that g is a square-free coloring of a, observe that (iii)
forces any two similar adjacent intervals to be finite. But g was
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devised so that all intervals of a of order type ω are colored in a
square-free manner. Hence g is square-free and Case I of the in-
duction is complete.

Case II. a is indecomposable with a > ft).
By Lemma 0 a = Σreβ pγ for some β where pr < pό < a and ργ

is an infinite limit ordinal, if 7 < δ < β. According to Lemma 1
there must be h0 and hlf both square-free 3-colorings of ft) such
that h09 hl9 /o, /1, /2, are pairwise mismatched. By the induction
hypothesis for each 7 e β there is a 3-coloring dr of pr such that

( i ) " dr is square-free.
(it)" dr, h0, hlf /o, /1, /2, are pairwise mismatched.
(iii)" Any two similar infinite intervals of p{ are separated by

an infinite interval

hQ(δ) if δ e ft) and 7 is even

hι(δ) if δ 6 ft) and 7 is odd

d,(<5) otherwise ,

and let g be the coloring of a induced by <cZ*:7€/3>.
Conditions (i) and (ii) of the induction hypothesis can be es-

tablished as in Case I. We argue that (iii) holds. Suppose S and T
are similar infinite intervals in α. If S contains an interval of
type ft) colored the way h0(oτ ftx) colors some final segment of ω
then the same is true for T. According to the construction of g
these kinds of colorings occur only on the initial segments of each
pr of type ft). Since the pr's form an increasing sequence, no inter-
val between an interval colored with h0 and the next colored with
hx occurs twice. So if S contains an interval of type ft) colored the
way hQ (or h^ colors some final segment of ft), then S does not
contain an interval of type ft) colored the way hλ (alternatively h0)
colors some final segment of ft). The same is true for T. Con-
sequently, if S and T were separated by a finite interval, then
both S and T would lie entirely in pr + δ for some 7 where δ is a
finite initial segment of pr+1. From this point the argument pro-
ceeds as in Case I.

Since Lemma 1 guarantees the theorem when a = ft), the induc-
tion is complete and the theorem established.

For any fee ft), kth power-free colorings have definitions analog-
ous to those of square-free and cube-free colorings. Every square-
free coloring is kth power-free for all k ^ 2. A kth power-free
/.-coloring / of a is maximal provided / cannot be extended to a fcth
power-free /c-coloring of a + 1. In Bean, Ehrenfeucht, and McNulty
[1] it is shown that every fcth power-free ^-coloring f of m can be
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extended to a maximal fcth power-free ^-coloring of some natural
number, whenever k, n, meω. We remark that the following
theorem holds. The proof differs in no important way from the
proof of Theorem 2.0 in [1].

THEOREM 2. For any natural numbers n and k and any
ordinal a, every fcth power-free n-coloring of a can be extended to
a maximal kίh power-free n-coloring of β for some βea-ω.
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